¿Necesitas Ayuda? 919 01 15 89
lun-vie: 9h-20h sábados: 10h-15h

Itinerario

Detalles del viaje: 9 días

Día 1 · UK - Night on board
Arrive at the departure airport ready to board your flight to Kilimanjaro Airport. Night on board.

Día 2 · Kilimanjaro - Arusha
Arrival at Kilimanjaro airport and transfer to the hotel in Arusha, the most important city in the north of the country and "capital of the safari", being the main
gateway and starting point for different wild expeditions. Overnight stay in Arusha.

Día 3 · Arusha - Tarangire
In the afternoon, be picked up from the hotel and head for the Tarangire National Park, which boasts towering baobab trees and the highest concentration of
wildlife outside of the Serengeti. Enjoy a photographic safari and a picnic lunch , before arriving at the Camp in Tarangire for dinner and overnight stay.

Día 4 · Tarangire - Karau
Set off early on a morning safar i before returning to camp for breakfast and time at your leisure. After lunch set off for the area of Karau, and enjoy a great
variety of African wildlife such as hippos, buffalo, elephants, giraffes and lions, who love to rest in the branches of acacia trees. Arrive in Karau in time for
dinner and an overnight stay.

Día 5 · Karau - Serengeti
Breakfast at the lodge. Today, leave for the Serengeti. Wonder at the untouched landscape before arriving at camp. Lunch and in the afternoon embark on a
safari in the iconic Serengeti. The Maasai call it the "place of the infinite plains". More than three million mammals inhabit it, most of which migrate from Kenya
in search of fresh grass. It is one of the best places to see cheetahs and gazelles and witness the mythical and impressive herds of wildebeest and zebras.
Dinner and accommodation at the camp.

Día 6 · Serengeti
Breakfast at the camp. Today, choose between a full day Safari with a picnic lunch or return to the camp for lunch between safari trips. Experience African
wildlife first-hand and return to the camp at nightfall to contemplate the beauty of the savannah and the magical light of the African sunset. Dinner and overnight
stay.

Día 7 · Serengeti - Ngorongoro
Breakfast in the camp. Leave for the Ngorongoro Conservation Area , a beautiful enclave of great plains, forests and lakes. Descend by a winding road to the
base of the volcano to begin your safari. Extinct millions of years ago, it is a natural sanctuary for one of the densest animal populations in Africa where we can
see black rhinos, zebras, hyenas, elephants and buffalo, among many others. Transfer to camp for an overnight stay.

Día 8 · Ngorongoro - Arusha - UK
After breakfast depart to the National Park of Lake Manyara for a photographic safari. After the safari, continue by road to Arusha and arrive in the afternoon
after a picnic lunch en route. Upon arrival in Arusha, transfer to the Arusha Hotel where you can relax until your scheduled transfer time. Transfer to the airport
for an overnight flight back to the UK.

Día 9 · UK
Arrival in the UK and end of the trip.
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